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Goal

Topic

What

AUGMENTED REALITY
FOR URBAN TOURISM
To explore how augmented reality can be mobilized in
certain portions of a city in order to increase accessibility
of the facilities dedicated to tourism.

To learn usability and effectiveness of indoor and outdoor
augmented reality applications.
Augmented reality would be one of the essential technologies
without dispute, in order to establish a “seamless” smart city.

Where

Exploring the capital city of Turkey, Ankara;
for the augmented reality mobilization.
Ankara consists of a historical settlement region and also new centres
formed in the chronological development of city.

Today’s Ankara,
Ankara today, converges the vision of
Turkey with the governmental structures,
educational institutions, health
organisations, industrial and trade
organisations, as well as the historical
structure of republic, before and after.

Ankara, 18th Century
A view of the old settlement region bounded by Ankara Castle
Image Source URL: http://tr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dosya:Ankara_rijkmuseum.jpeg
Lorcher Plan of Ankara, 1924
Image Source URL:
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/tr/5/50/L%C3%B6rcher_Plan%C4%B1.jpg
Jansen Plan, 1932
Jansen Plan has formed the core of new city centre, as well as the new development axis’s
Image Source URL:
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/tr/thumb/4/4b/Jansen_Plan%C4%B1.jpg/547pxJansen_Plan%C4%B1.jpg
Maps & Str.Img. URL:
http://harita.yandex.com.tr/?ll=32.829972%2C39.930166&spn=0.542450%2C0.231802&z=12&l=
map
Image Source URL: http://i.radikal.com.tr/480x325/2012/08/16/fft64_mf1079666.Jpeg

Ankara city is strategically trying to
increase its potential of tourism, as many
elements of historical remains exist
which are the heritage of many
civilizations. It is not hard to see many
tourists who try to explore the city on
their own, by using maps. Although the
mobile navigation technologies emerge,
it is still difficult to explore the facilities
of a new city without assistance.

Augmented reality assets would be
the
right
answer
for
above
mentioned assistance need.

Goal

Who

AUGMENTED REALITY
FOR URBAN TOURISM
The most impacted people would be the tourists who like to freely
explore a city on their own.
Another group would be the strangers of that portion of city, who need
instantaneous assistance for navigation.Metropolitan Municipality,
District Municipalities and Provincial Administration of Culture and
Tourism would be the main stakeholders of this Project.

Data Analysis:

How

Strategic points of urban navigation of the parts of city shall be determined. These
points are essential where augmented reality systems will be established. In order to
supply an analytic determination method, site works shall be held such as obtaining
number of visitors at candidate sites, as well as obtaining amount of tourist and
visitors in general, by visited museums and such places from related authorities.
Obtained amounts shall be analysed. Another group of analysis shall be done by
geospatial analysis. Needed datasets of that portions of the city should be acquired
and distances between the attraction points, distances and alternative paths to
transportation facilities shall be determined by a GIS software. Also spatial point
distribution analysis shall be done in order to determine candidate strategic points.

Apollon Temple & Haci Bayram Veli Mosque

Attraction Points Distribution in the Old City Centre

Haci Bayram Veli Mosque & Historical Buildings

Ulus Avenue

A view from Ankara Castle

A view of Ankara Castle

Atakule

Swan Park

AUGMENTED REALITY
FOR URBAN TOURISM
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Design:
Augmented reality for urban tourism would be implemented on two basis:
 Developing a mobile application
 Placing points of action symbols at certain places.

Mobile Application

Ankara Castle
Direct 670m.

Mobile application consists of a
detection tool which compares a set of
data of certain strategic places.
The strategic places shall be defined by
their views from specific points, the
coordinates of location and line of sight
(LoS) availabilities.
By using the information loaded in
database, mobile application detects the
target object and behaves it as an object
as it supplies a set of defined and
customized information at the location of
data acquisition. Mobile application
navigates you at a 360˚depending on
LoS. Developing an additional navigation
tool of 2D / 3D maps, integrated to the
detection tool would provide a better
navigation and user satisfaction.

Place Pro perties
Name:
A takule
Tow er Height :
125m
Facilities:
Pan aromic
S ight Seeing
Restaurant
Ca fe

Final

Points of Action Symbols
Points of action symbols are a set of
triggers which orients you to possible
accessable locations on that site. These
triggers may a polygon area, defined with
real coordinates so that the mobile
application
supplies
you
defined
information on the area. These triggers
may be physically build such as specific
objects located at site. When the mobile
application detects this symbol / specific
object, the symbol will directly trigger and
supply the defined information

Trigger Area

Y Hotel
X Hotel 5.1 Km
4.8 Km

Shooping
Festival
2.1 Km
Anatolian
Civilizations
Museum
0.3 Km

Augmented Reality for Urban Tourism would establish an accurate
navigation network model and a mini-city information system / guide for the
determined portions of a city.
This system in a city, would increase the visitor satisfaction by growing a
self trust feeling for a stranger of anyplace on earth.

